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“Sing me to heaven.” 

I wonder about heaven. What is it really like? Who decides who gets in? Do 
they work in, say, high-rise office buildings? From these questions, I did what a 
writer must: I wrote a play. In Dust and Shadow, two angels, Salathiel and Bor, 
decide who enters the gates of heaven from a dreary office tucked away in an 
administrative high-rise (they must have these in heaven too!). The graduates here 
may be having flashbacks to the college applications process, so I hope that I can 
explain the exploits of this particular admissions committee without causing undue 
panic. 

On this particular morning, Salathiel and Bor find that an atheist hopes to be 
admitted to heaven. This causes no end of consternation – how, Salathiel wonders, 
can an atheist waltz through a sacred gate? Bor takes a different tack: he wants to 
love this man just like anyone else whose life comes across his desk. Bor wants to 
save George Buxley before he fades away forever. I think that John, who wrote 
today’s scripture, might agree with Bor. John doesn’t say that we must love our 
brothers and sisters… terms and conditions apply. John says that we who love God 
must love without regard to who our brothers and sisters are. 

I had the wonderful fortune to watch two of my friends perform this play last 
night, which is an incredible experience for a young writer to have. I was almost 
giddy as I saw my words leap off the page and into the lights. I was giddy, that is, 
until Bor skipped a line or two, and suddenly the production took an interesting 
turn. I realized then that this play is no longer just my own: it has a new life beyond 
me, and sometimes that means that the second half won’t be, well, what I wrote. Or 
rather, I might have realized this, had I not been struck with sheer terror. 

I imagine that some of the parents here may be experiencing a similar feeling 
over the summer. I am deeply indebted to my parents for bringing me to this stage 
in my life, but my next four years, and then the years after that, will be a bit 
different from the relative sandbox of K-12. After 18 years of drafting, editing, and 
rehearsals, we graduates are about to make our debuts. When I read this paragraph 
to my dad, he was quick to note that he has a second draft named Caroline lined up 
in the wings! 



The title of my play, as I mentioned, is Dust and Shadow, which comes from 
the great Roman lyric poet Horace. In a reflection on the finality of death, Horace 
wrote: “pulvis et umbra sumus” – “we are all dust and shadow.” In an earlier poem, 
though, the same poet wrote that we live on in our work after we die. I wrote this 
play as my own take on this question: what happens to someone like George 
Buxley? What comes next? 

Well, more or less. I met Horace this year in Latin 5, but the seed of Dust and 
Shadow germinated in my 9th grade English class. My teacher’s assignment: write 
anything you want, anything at all! I didn’t like her very much, though, so I decided 
to try writing about nothing at all. As our angels debate back and forth, they never 
seem to get anywhere. Their argument is a something of nothingness. 

One of my favorite somethings of nothingness comes from the composer John 
Cage. Saying that your favorite composer is John Cage is a bit like reading the menu 
at Taco Bell: you’re not really sure what a quesalupa actually entails, but it forces 
you to reevaluate your understanding of what food is. Cage wrote a piece of music 
called 4’33” that instructs the performer to play nothing at all for exactly that much 
time, which, as you might imagine, shocked the musical world. But Cage, always in 
the avant-garde, said this: I can't understand why people are frightened of new 
ideas. I'm frightened of the old ones. 

This seems a bit extreme – don’t some old ideas still have power in the 
modern world? What about John’s idea that we should love our brothers and 
sisters? Even after two thousand years, even through plagues of segregation and 
bloodshed, John’s words ring as true and as clear as a handbell. But this is because 
we give them new life. When we read these words and judge them for ourselves, we 
make from them a new idea – an idea molded to our time, even as the text 
transcends millennia. 

Like Cage, I’m frightened of old ideas. I won’t simply follow someone else’s 
path. Neither will my fellow graduates: the ten of us who are graduating from high 
school will find ourselves at ten different colleges – ten different paths. As we enter 
college, three other graduates are finishing their undergraduate degrees, setting 
themselves off on another three paths. Colonel Krista Brodie is graduating with a 
master’s degree from the National Defense University as Patty Dinneen finishes her 
doctorate in education at George Washington. I’m so glad to be a part of this 
Westmoreland community with these graduates, each with her own ideas, each on 
his own path. Whatever path you take, wherever you are on life's journey, you, too, 
are welcome here. 



And that’s why I’ll never trust a GPS. Don’t get me wrong, my GPS app is one 
of the most-tapped icons on my phone. But at the end of every trip, Jane, the US 
English voice, tells me this: “You have arrived at your destination.” And I think: 
Really? It’s that simple? If only I had reached my destination! If only my phone could 
tell me exactly where my path will lead. Every time Jane tells me that I’ve arrived, I 
step out of the car and walk somewhere else – to my last few days of high school, to 
a Fellowship of the Ringers rehearsal, to my family at home. Our paths are varied 
and unpredictable. Sometimes, as with the performance of my play last night, the 
twists will frighten us. But we will see it through to an end, wherever that may be. 

Luckily, after enough left turns, my actors made a circle and ended up back on 
course. So what is George Buxley’s end, when those two angels finish their debate? 
After a lengthy argument, they receive this news from the gate downstairs: they’ve 
taken too long to decide, and George’s soul has faded away forever. Salathiel’s hard-
line stance, her unwillingness to love, means that George has come to, as Horace 
put it, dust and shadow. But I have hope for George yet. For the people he knew and 
loved, George lives on – not as a physical being, but as a memory. An idea, especially 
one of Cage’s new ones, can never die as long as it is remembered, as long as it is 
loved. 

Think about the person sitting next to you in your pew. Do you love her? Will 
you sing him to heaven? We are so many souls, and yet we are one body. We form 
this congregation with our love. Thank you for having me to speak with you on this 
graduation Sunday, and thank you for including all of today’s graduates in your love. 
I’m certainly not the best at that – I’ve already said that my play grew from, shall we 
say, creative differences with my English teacher. But I know that John would sing 
her to heaven, no matter what path she took in life. I hope that I will too. 


